STATE VARSITY TO CONTEST MASSACHUSETTS TEACHERS' NINE IN OPENER TOMORROW

State College News

Sorority Week-end Activities Open With Annual Ball Tonight

Kirtland Will Conclude Duties In June

President Lists Faculty Changes

Juniors To Elect Officers Today

State Debaters Convene When New York State Debates Begin

Freshmen to Compete For President's Prize

Freshmen to Due Crawlies in Mascot Hunt

Back to Top
Scully Layton looks the operator in some Home Plan which suggests the material can fill the role of the editor.

THE EDITORIAL "WE" of the 1935 Bison at North Dakota State College took on real femininity when Jane Nichols slipped into the editor's chair and assumed direction of the yearbook.

Casual tweeds in beige are correct for daytime wear, with a shirt of beige and a tie of brown.

FOR THAT SMART EFFECT—FOR SMART SPORTS TOGS select wear a suit of medium gray worsted, a light gray worsted for a double, with white shirt, light gray tie and breasted coat and trousers of white pearl gray fedora hat, and gray stripes.
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OUR CADETS for the 1935 season of faculty sports have been elected by the faculty and students of Ohio College.

Edward S. Brinton was elected president of the University of Chicago, 1934.

AFTERNOON SUIT of black souffle over crepe, with eton jacket, is worn by Sylvia Siddey in the first of her fashion parade pictures.

SHIRTWAIST DINNER FROCK—STREET SUIT—in brown worsted with a skirt of white matelasse and cloth with vest and lapels, gloves, blouse of white souffle, insertions of handbag and hatband in brown and lace, and a green glass buckle.

ILLINOIS NEWS HEADLINER: C. W. Dixy, co-founder of the National Association of Rural Workers, who was one of the first to popularize the use of coal.

GREATEST SUCCESS of the 1934 exhibition of the University of Chicago is the largest and most successful exhibition ever held.

MAY CHANTELS—Those are the names of the musical piece at two high school charity balls this year.
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Watch out for the signs of jangled nerves

You've noticed other people's nervous habits—and wondered probably why such people didn't learn to control themselves.

But have you ever stopped to think that you, too, may have habits just as irritating to others as the key juggler or coin jingler is to you?

And more important than that, those habits are a sign of jangled nerves. And jangled nerves are the signal to stop and check up on yourself.

Get enough sleep—fresh air—recreation—and watch your smoking. Remember, you can smoke as many Camels as you want. Their costlier tobaccos never jangle the nerves.

COSTLIER TOBACCOs
Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOs than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

CAMELS—SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT...THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
STATE COLLEGE NEWS, MAY 4, 1934

ROAD PLANE—This novel car, designed by Prof. T. E. Moodie, of Georgia Tech, will give reduced fuel consumption and increased speed.

INTERVIEWING A FAMOUS ACTRESS—Katherine Cornell was met at the train by a member of the staff of The Bulletin of Kansas State Teachers College, when she played in Emporia recently.

CELEBRATING THEIR VICTORY OVER LOCAL MACHINES. Tulsa University students cheer Prof. Oscar W. Hoop for whom they campaigned in his successful race for police commissioner nomination. Keystone View Photo

WHO ARE THE TWO "HALL OF FAME" STUDENTS IN YOUR COLLEGE?

Collegiate Digest wants to send them each one of Parker's Revolutionary $7.50 Vacumatic Pens.

YOUR VOTE WILL DECIDE

THE MYSTERY CONTEST

NOW IT ALL COMES OUT

Collegiate Digest will award two "Hall of Fame" Trophy Pens to two students on each campus where Collegiate Digest is distributed. In each women's college, no two women. In each men's college, no two men. In each coeducational college, no two women and one man.

The two receiving the largest number of votes of the students will win, and their photos will be featured in the Collegiate Digest section.

The Official Ballot will be printed in an early issue of Collegiate Digest. Watch for it. You can't vote unless you clip out the ballot.
A DAY AT COLLEGE... 

Two President's Grandsons are a handsome team. They are shown here with Mr. and Mrs. Kap St. John, President and Mrs. W. A. Allen, President of Columbia University. 

Crossing swords at West Point... 

A photo shows a group of cadets practicing swordsmanship at the famous military academy. 

A picture of a dance... 

The dance floor at a social event, with guests enjoying the music and conversation. 

Brown's Oldest Alumni... 

A group of alumni from Brown University are shown attending a reunion. 

Five Members of the Class of 1934... 

A group photo of five students from the Class of 1934, posing together. 

Two President's Grandsons... 

A portrait of two young men who are the grandsons of college presidents, standing side by side. 

Crossing Swords at West Point... 

Two cadets are shown crossing swords in a training exercise. 

A Day at College... 

A group of students is shown engaging in various activities on campus.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUBS of the Southwestern Conference held their seventh annual convention recently at the Little Rock (Ark.) Junior College. The sessions were attended by representatives of national and international organizations.

Testing Carcinines—The latest research work is conducted in a laboratory of the University of Iowa medical department. A broad and balanced scientific program is being featured.

Call Our Girls Are Writing on the campus of University of Wisconsin-Madison. This call goes out every April to attract new students. It is part of the university's efforts to recruit new students.

Fred Bower, chaplain—A need for more chaplains is recognized in the United States. The chaplain is responsible for religious activities on campus and is often a key figure in student life.

Woman, New President—The new president, John A. Smith, takes office. His inauguration is scheduled for the fall semester.
HEALTHY NERVES
TO WIN THE GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP

AGAIN HEALTHY
NERVES WIN A
STIRRING VICTORY

WALTER BEAVER
NORRIS COUNTRY, NEW YORK
FROM THE 25-YARD
MARK — THE FASTEST
VARDACE IN THE
HISTORY OF THIS
FAMOUS STAKE!

THE GROUND IS ALL-WAY UIKAGE
TO THE VICTORY HOME
THOUSANDS OF TIMES THIS BLUE
HONOR-HANDSHOOT IS WORTH

IT IS THE LAST 25 TARGETS
NORTH AND SOUTH
WILL THE CRITICAL SHOTS COME?

SO WHAT IS IT TOGETHER
THE MATCH IS OVER FOR NOW!
WALTER BEAVER 25 STRAIGHT
AND HIS RIVAL DID NOT IN THIS
TEST OF NERVES

SCORE (SHOOT-OFF)
BEAVER-25 OUT OF 25
OPPONENT-23 OUT OF 25

AND NOW FOR THE
SHOOT-OFF
BEAVER STANDS AT THE
25-YARD MARK — A RECORD FOR THIS CLASSIC.
HIS OPPONENT ONE YARD NEARER
WALTER BEAVER HIT 25 STRAIGHT
AND HIS RIVAL DID NOT IN THIS
SHOOT-OFF
BEAVER-25 OUT OF 25
OPPONENT-23 OUT OF 25

SAY A FEW WORDS IN THE
MIKE, WALTER — TELL 'EM HOW YOU DID IT.

HELLO, TOLKS, I HAD A GOOD
DAY, AND I'M A HEALTHY
SMOKER, TOO.
— PEOPLE SAY I NEVER
HAVE A CIGARETTE
OUT OF MY MOUTH.
DURING ALL THESE
YEARS I'VE SMOKED
CAMELS — I LIKE
THEIR TASTE AND
THEY NEVER
JANGLE MY
NERVES.

1933 GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP
COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO THAN ANY OTHER
POPULAR BRAND OF CIGARETTES.
SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT BECAUSE
CAMELS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES.

HAVE FUN WITH YOUR FRIENDS — SEE IF YOU HAVE
HEALTHY NERVES. THERE ARE 20 FASCINATING NERVE
TESTS IN THIS BOOKLET.

MAIL FOR FREE BOOK
S. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Dept. 89-C, Winston-Salem, N.C.
Send the order blank below.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS!
CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO THAN ANY OTHER
POPULAR BRAND OF CIGARETTES.
SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT BECAUSE,
CAMELS NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES.

HE'S CLEAR — Joe Ramsey, University
of Southern California, is over the
bar at 13 feet in a
practice meet.

DEFENDING CHAMPION — The Beta Theta Pi
entry in the Carnegie Tech
Spring Carnival sweepstakes.

SCORING A TECHNIQUE
over Deano,
Voorhees, West Virginia University,
brought the eight-
bout match to a tie finish.

SEND ORDER-BLANK A T RIGHT WITH FRONTS OF
TWO CAMEL PACKAGES — FULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOK
COME! POSTPAID

OFER EXPIRES FLR. 1933.

MAIL FOR FREE BOOK
S. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Dept. 89-C, Winston-Salem, N.C.
Send the order blank below.
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HEADS FEDERATION—Elizabeth K. Sayler, new chairman of the University of Chicago Federation of University Women.

A STATUESQUE FORMATION—A scene from the annual dance recital of the students of Randolph-Macon Woman's College.

Hall of Fame" Students To Be Elected Next Week

Clip Official Ballot from Next Issue of Collegiate Digest

Two from Your Campus Will Win
$7.50 Parker Vacumatic Pens

The two students on your campus who receive the largest number of votes will each win our "Hall of Fame" trophy—our $7.50 Parker Vacumatic Pen holding 102% more ink. Every student has probably seen—has probably wanted one of these laminated beauties that are built up of rings of Pearl and Transparent Amber which look like Pearl and Jet, but when held to the light let you see the amount of ink inside.

All you have to do is to clip the official ballot from next week's Collegiate Digest. Make up your mind now for whom you will vote in Collegiate Digest's "Hall of Fame" Contest. You don't have to purchase anything, solve a cross-word puzzle, or send in anything else but your ballot. Collegiate Digest will give away two of these "Hall of Fame" Trophy Pens on this campus, and two on each of the college and university campuses where this publication is distributed.

The two students on your campus who receive the largest number of votes will each win our "Hall of Fame" trophy—one of the sacless $7.50 Parker Vacumatic Pens holding 102% more ink. Every student has probably seen—has probably wanted one of these laminated beauties that are built up of rings of Pearl and Transparent Amber which look like Pearl and Jet, but when held to the light let you see the amount of ink inside.
Tyrannosaurus rex, the largest known dinosaur, was about the size of a school bus.

DEL CAI:

Oi

Pi

The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at Indiana University boasts 10 track stars among its members. Charles Hornbostel, Olympic runner, is seen standing at left.

OREGON STATE'S QUEEN—Virginia Fendall led the colorful 1934 Junior Prom at Oregon State College at Corvallis.

THE ALSO-RANS—Those outstanding in extracurricular activities at Goucher College who were not elected to Phi Beta Kappa have organized their own honor society.

REVIVE: Campus leaders at Rutgers University recently reorganized the Golden Sabre Society and initiated these men after a colorful ceremony.

THE TRIAL OF PETER ZENGER, who was arrested on a charge of libel in 1734, is re-enacted by University of Kansas journalism students. The famous case did much to establish present freedom of the press laws.
ARE YOU A NAIL BITER?

Habits that come from jangled nerves are a warning

Perhaps you don't bite your nails—but if you aren't the stoic, phlegmatic type, you probably have other nervous habits.

You may drum on your desk—chew your pencils—these and countless other seemingly unimportant nervous habits are a warning of jangled nerves.

Why not play safe? Protect your nerves. Get enough sleep—fresh air—recreation. And make Camels your cigarette.

For Camels' costlier tobaccos never jangle your nerves—no matter how steadily you smoke.

CAMELS—SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT... THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!

Copyright, 1934, by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company.
Myskania Ends Mascot Rivalry: Students Request Reinstatement

Great books have been written about tobacco and cigarettes... But after all it can be said in just a few words... they are milder, they taste better... That's Chesterfield